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ABSTRACT:
CULTURAL-E aims to define modular and replicable solutions for Plus Energy Houses (PEHs), accounting for
climate and cultural differences, while engaging all key players involved in the building life cycle; to create
comfortable, efficient, and affordable indoor environments. CULTURAL-E will develop technologies and
solution sets that are tailorable to specific contexts and energy demands, as well as performing a
comprehensive optimization of the value/cost ratio of PEHs. Sets of design-for-assembly technologies will
be produced and driven by a careful mapping of European climates, building archetypes, and cultural
energy habits; going beyond the positive by maximizing the share of the demand covered by renewable
sources (toward Ø emissions in the operational phase). The CULTURAL-E solution sets are the result of a
usercentric design process and aim to achieve and affordably maintain the best indoor environmental
conditions. The houses become regenerative for the indoor and outdoor environment in the life cycle, with
minor extra costs compared to nZEB, thus guaranteeing a sound return of investment. E-mobility is dealt
through a dedicated management strategy to avoid energy demand peaks coming from the simultaneous
fast-charging of multiple vehicles. Despite an “agnostic approach” to technology selection, CULTURAL-E will
enhance the TRL of specific key technologies, such as air movement for summer thermal comfort, natural
and mix-mode ventilation, packed and modular HVAC units, industrialized active window systems for
natural ventilation and solar control, cloud-based house management system, and user involvement in the
continuous building control, optimized envelope (tailored thermal features). Finally, to increase the
replicability of the solutions and the adoption of a “cultural-centric” design, key market players involved in
the PEH development are supported by dedicated tools and guidelines that will assist the development of
robust, inclusive business models.
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